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Abstract: Different combinations of elements will lead to different system functions, so a supply
chain composed of enterprises with different characteristics will lead to differences in the system
performance. In this study, a vendor-managed inventory (VMI) model is built; the model takes
into consideration the factors of demand amplification, order and inventory cost change. Then, the
change in the revenue of the supply chain and its members—due to VMI—are represented, and the
influence of the different production parameters on this change is analyzed. On the basis of proving
the distinctive feature of the Kaldor–Hicks improvement possessed by VMI, the profit fluctuations of
enterprises in a supply chain that is composed of members with different characteristics using VMI
are calculated by a numerical experiment. The conclusions of this paper indicate why enterprises
prefer to choose VMI partners, and the results confirm the sub-optimal characteristic of this tendency.
In addition, the results also reveal the inherent contradiction of VMI between supply chain efficiency
improvement and coordination among the supply chain’s members. If an enterprise chooses VMI
partners solely to maximize its own interests, the possibility of Pareto improvement in the supply
chain will be maximized. However, at this time, a more effective supply chain system cannot
be organized.

Keywords: partner selection; sub-optimization; vendor-managed inventory

1. Introduction

The time when individual enterprises competed with each other has long been over;
the era of supply chain competition has arrived. As the nature of traditional competition has
transformed, the practice whereby an enterprise manages its own inventory and organizes
production according to orders from downstream increasingly does not meet the require-
ments of supply chain competition. Therefore, a variety of efficient inventory management
strategies for supply chains has emerged, and VMI is one of the most representative forms
of those strategies. The implementation of VMI does not require complex technology, but
VMI can effectively improve the relationship between supply chain members, reduce un-
certainty regarding demand and availably and dramatically restrain the bullwhip effect [1].
The use of VMI can also drastically reduce excess inventory problems [2] and achieve better
results than JIT and information sharing in terms of reducing supply chain costs [3]. For
these reasons, VMI has attracted considerable attention from academia and business since
its advent, and the huge success of the cooperation between Wal-Mart and P&G, using
VMI, has proven the effectiveness of this strategy.

Similar to other supply chain strategies, VMI pursues stable and long-term cooperation
and emphasizes the revenue improvement of the complete supply chain. There are two
possible ways to achieve the goal of supply chain collaboration: the Pareto and Kaldor–
Hicks improvement. The main difference between the two is whether to originally avoid
profits decline for each supply chain member when increasing the overall revenue. As the
organizations are obviously pursuing profits, enterprises in the supply chain are willing to
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accept the reasonable restraints imposed by the Pareto improvement and Kaldor–Hicks
improvement in order not to violate the principle of individual benefit maximization.
However, given the increasing market competition and the deepening of supply chain
management, the possibility of the Pareto improvement is gradually disappearing; the
Kaldor–Hicks improvement has become an inevitable trend.

A supply chain composed of enterprises with different characteristics will lead to
different performance; local optimization also often leads to global sub-optimization. Thus,
selecting unsuitable partners in a VMI strategy will not only lead to a waste of resources,
manpower and time [4], but will also affect the overall performance of the supply chain.
To clearly identify the preference of enterprises when choosing VMI partners, and to
investigate the improvement effect of VMI for supply chain deeply, a VMI model is built
in this study. The model considers the factors of demand amplification, as well as order
and inventory cost change. Then, the influencing factors and profit fluctuation tendencies
with regard to the upstream and downstream enterprises in VMI cooperation are analyzed.
Finally, the influences of enterprise characteristics and market environment on partner
selection are demonstrated through a numerical experiment. This research is helpful for
predicting the implementation effect of VMI and provides a useful reference for building a
more efficient supply chain system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a review of related
literature. Section 3 explains the assumptions and parameters of the model. In Section 4,
the profit changes of supply chain members due to VMI are analyzed in order to reveal
the influencing factors and tendencies in choosing partners. Section 5 researches the sub-
optimization on partner selection in a VMI strategy. Finally, the concluding remarks are
presented in Section 6.

2. Literature Review

A VMI strategy aims to enhance the overall profitability of a supply chain through
cooperation. However, every participant, as an independent economic entity, tends to
maximize its own benefits. Therefore, the optimal strategy to member in the practice of
VMI usually causes sub-optimal results for the whole [5]. To make VMI more effective and
consistent, many studies have been conducted from two main perspectives, namely how to
ensure the performance and how to coordinate the members.

In terms of improving VMI performance, Ryu [6] investigated VMI’s influence on supply
chain performance over time. The study pointed out how VMI can allow the vendor to
overcome the initial loss and how the VMI strategy eventually provides profits to every
member. Kim and Shin [7] proposed the third-party logistics (TPL) service in VMI and found
the optimal order quantity for that service. In the research of Beklari et al. [8], a new VMI
model was proposed to maximize inventory turnover. Torres and García-Díaz’s paper [9] used
an alternative VMI representation to obtain the mathematical conditions of determining the
degree of stability of evolutionarily stable strategies. Chen et al. [10] developed an integrated
model in order to determine the optimum delivery and production quantities at various
locations in a VMI scenario. Cai et al. [11] introduced an option contract to improve the
performance of a VMI supply chain under yield uncertainty. The study compared the effect of
the option contract with a subsidy contract. Verma and Chatterjee [12] used a nonlinear mixed-
integer programming model to obtain the optimal replenishment frequency and quantity for
every retailer in a VMI supply chain. In Lee’s paper [13], a mathematical formulation was built
to minimize the total cost, together with the constraint of the maximum allowable inventory
level. Golmohammadi et al. [14] applied the Stackelberg game-theoretic approach and the
corresponding equilibrium point to demonstrate the better performance of a centralized VMI
system than a decentralized one. Choudhary and Shankar [15] applied mixed-integer linear
programming formulations to determine the incremental value provided by VMI. Laganà
et al. [16] introduced VMI strategy into the logistic system in the supermarket supply chain
and discussed an effective heuristic method for improving coordination efficiency. De Maio
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and Laganà [17] applied a mathematical method to the supermarket distribution industry to
improve VMI performance.

For coordinating VMI members, Cai et al. [18] proposed three flexible subsidy contracts
to ensure that VMI members arrive at the optimal price, revenue-sharing ratio, inventory
target and subsidy rate, and that they commit inventory early. Li et al. [19] established
profit models under centralized and decentralized decisions based on VMI; a revenue-
sharing contract was also offered to achieve Pareto improvement. Phan et al. [20] studied
the coordination of a two-echelon consignment channel in VMI. The study proposed four
contracts, combining revenue and cost sharing to coordinate supply chain collaborators.
Choudhary et al. [21] compared an IS (information-sharing) scheme and a shift in decision-
making responsibility scheme in VMI. The study revealed that the incremental value of
VMI over IS is significant. The paper of Huynh and Pan [22] characterized the demand
condition and minimum product selling price required for the retailer to engage in a VMI
contract. The study also derived an analytical solution of the optimal purchase price for
the retailer to pay to the manufacturer. The study [23] used the Nash bargaining model
to address the joint VMI, cooperative advertising and profit-sharing decision making in a
coordinated manner. Mateen et al. [24] discussed how the interaction between each member
in a VMI supply chain, composed of a vendor and multiple retailers, can be realized under
stochastic demand.

By combing the abovementioned previous studies, what is noticeable is that most
research to date has focused on how to improve VMI performance or achieve coordination
among members on the basis of an existing supply chain. However, few studies have
examined the influence of partner selection, despite the fact that, as the first step of VMI,
partner selection is bound to have a huge impact on both the performance and coordination
of those partners. This paper examines partner selection in VMI and simultaneously studies
supply chain efficiency and coordination among members. The authors attempt to analyze
the sub-optimal selection caused by the conflict of interests between individual enterprises
and the whole supply chain. Then, the contradiction between improving performance and
maintaining the stability of a VMI system is revealed.

3. Preparation Work

In this section, two tasks need to be performed to complete the preparation for model-
ing. Specifically, the modeling assumptions are described first, and then the parameters
are set.

3.1. Model Assumptions

This study establishes a supply chain model with a single wholesaler and a single
retailer, and only one product is being sold. The demand faced by enterprises is determined
by the market. The purchase, wholesale and retail prices depend on the relationship
between supply and demand; they remain unchanged in the short term. Therefore, both
the wholesaler and retailer are the recipients of market prices. This hypothesis differs from
some studies, such as [25], in that purchase and sale prices are the functions of demand.
However, in the authors’ opinion, this does not apply to a perfect competitive market
environment and is not applicable to enterprises that are not large enough to exist in an
imperfect competition environment. To increase universality, the model is built under
an environment of complete competition. In order to achieve the lowest purchase and
stock-holding costs, the wholesaler and retailer both use the economic order quantity (EOQ)
for purchasing, and shortages are not allowed. Due to the ubiquitous bullwhip effect in
the supply chain, the wholesaler will magnify the retailer’s demand and have surplus
inventory at the end of the selling period before the implementation of VMI. However, the
wholesaler can recover salvage value at a low price.

3.2. Parameter Settings

The key mathematical notations used in this paper are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Notations used in this paper.

Symbol Description Additional Information

Q Market demand faced by retailer Q ≥ 0
C Purchase price of wholesaler C ≥ 0

C0
Wholesaler’s sale price at the end of the

selling period C0 ≥ 0 and C0 < C

P1, P2
Product price of upstream wholesaler

and downstream retailer Pi ≥ 0

V1
A, V1

B Profits of wholesaler before and after
the implementing of VMI -

V2
A, V2

B Profits of retailer before and after the
implementing of VMI -

S1, S2, S3

Inventory cost per unit of upstream
wholesaler, downstream retailer

and VMI
Si ≥ 0

D1, D2, D3
Ordering cost of upstream wholesaler,

downstream retailer and VMI Di ≥ 0

Q1*, Q2*, Q3*
Economic order quantity (EOQ) of
upstream wholesaler, downstream

retailer and VMI
Qi* ≥ 0

R1, R2, R3
Revenue change of wholesaler, retailer

and overall supply chain -

λ Demand amplification factor λ > 1
α Reduction coefficient of inventory cost 0 ≤ α ≤ 1

Two points need to be emphasized with regard to the relationship of parameters. First,
because of the scale effect on the wholesaler’s inventory management, one can obtain
S1 < S2. In addition, VMI requires the wholesaler to manage not only its own inventory but
also the retailer’s. Therefore, the inventory costs of the wholesaler after VMI will be higher
than before, that is, S3 > S1. However, the retailer’s inventory costs can be reduced by VMI
due to the more experienced and professional management provided by the wholesaler;
thus, S3 < S2. Second, we assume the wholesaler’s ordering cost is composed of two parts.
One is the cost of receiving orders from the retailer, and the other is the cost of sending
orders to the manufacturer; both of them are D1. In VMI, the retailer’s ordering cost will
disappear, but the wholesaler needs to assume the responsibility of obtaining demand from
the retailer and sending the order to the upstream manufacturer. This will cause the cost of
obtaining market demand to be higher than both D1 and D2, while the cost of sending an
order to the upstream enterprise remains the same. However, all the above activities are
transformed from being scattered behavior between upstream and downstream enterprises
into centralized action by the wholesaler. This can effectively reduce the ordering cost in
VMI. With the above analysis, this paper considers that the relationship of the ordering cost
before and after VMI is MAX (D1 + D2) + D1 < D3 < 2D1 + D2.

4. Benefits Analysis in VMI

The transfer of inventory costs due to VMI will lead to changes in the accrued benefits
of the whole supply chain and its members. This section analyzes the revenue fluctuation
caused by VMI on the basis of the income functions of VMI members.

4.1. Modeling

This paper focuses on analyzing the impact of VMI on profits. Therefore, the assump-
tion is made that enterprise profits are equal to the difference between sales revenue and
procurement, inventory and ordering costs. Before the implementation of VMI, the retailer
and wholesaler, respectively, are responsible for their inventory management. The retailer
places an order with the wholesaler according to market demand. Then, the wholesaler
will magnify the order received from the retailer (because of the bullwhip effect) and send
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its own order to the manufacturer. The revenue of the wholesaler and retailer can be
represented as:

VB
1 = P1Q− CλQ− λQ

2
S1 −

Q
Q∗2

D1 −
λQ
Q∗1

D1 + (λ− 1)C0Q (1)

VB
2 = P2Q− P1Q− Q

2
S2 −

Q
Q∗2

D2 (2)

The terms 4-6 on the right of Formula (1) represent, respectively, the costs of the wholesaler
processing the retailer’s order, the cost to send the order to the manufacturer and the residual
value of excess inventory, which can be recovered at the end of the selling period.

After the implementation of VMI, the cost of the retailer sending and the wholesaler
processing the order will be merged and borne by the wholesaler. Meanwhile, the re-
tailer’s inventory will disappear. Hence, the revenue of the wholesaler and retailer can be
described as:

VA
1 = P1Q− CQ− Q

2
S3 −

Q
Q∗3

D3 (3)

VA
2 = P2Q− P1Q (4)

Item 4 on the right of Formula (3) indicates that the cost of the wholesaler placing the
order with the manufacturer still exists.

4.2. Revenue Fluctuation Analysis

With the implementation of VMI, the revenue change of the overall supply chain,
retailer and wholesaler (respectively expressed by R3, R2 and R1) can be described as:

R3 = VA
1 + VA

2 −
(
VB

1 + VB
2
)
= (λ− 1)(CQ− C0Q) + Q

2 (λS1 + S2 − S3)

+
(

λQ
Q∗1

D1 +
Q
Q∗2

D1 +
Q
Q∗2

D2 − Q
Q∗3

D3

) (5)

R2 = VA
2 −VB

2 =

(
S2

2
+

D2

Q∗2

)
Q (6)

R1 = VA
1 −VB

1 = (λ− 1)(C− C0)Q +
Q
2
(λS1 − S3) + Q

(
D1

Q∗2
+

λD1

Q∗1
− D3

Q∗3

)
(7)

First, substitute Q∗ =
√

2QD
S into Formulas (5) to (7), respectively, and analyze the

overall revenue change of the supply chain. With the assumptions of C0 < C, λ > 1 and
S3 < S2, Parts 1 and 2 on the right side of Formula (5) are both non-negative. Part 3
converts to: √

Q
2

√λS1D1 +

√
S2D2

1
D2

+
√

S2D2 −
√

S3D3

 (8)

Square the sum of the first to third terms in parentheses to obtain:

λD1S1 + D2S2 + 2D1S2 +
D2

1S2

D2
+ 2
√

λD1D2S1S2 + 2D1

√
λD1S1S2

D2
(9)

Under the constraint of D3 < 2D1 + D2,
(√

S3D3
)2

= S3D3 < S3(2D1 + D2). There-
fore, (8) is greater than 0, Conclusion 1 can be drawn, i.e., that VMI can improve the overall
revenue of the supply chain. This conclusion shows that VMI can ensure higher revenue
for the entire supply chain.

Formula (6) is obviously greater than zero, so Conclusion 2 can be drawn; VMI can
improve the retailer’s profits consequentially. In addition, the increment of profits is only
related to the retailer’s own cost of inventory management and ordering and has nothing
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to do with wholesaler. More S2 and D2 will lead to more R2. This conclusion shows that
the retailer has no preference for partner selection in VMI. However, the downstream
enterprise with a lower inventory management level has a stronger desire to carry out VMI,
because VMI can bring the downstream enterprise greater benefits.

For the wholesaler, Formula (7) can be converted to:

R1 = (λ− 1)(C− C0)Q +
Q
2
(λS1 − S3) +

√
Q
2

√λS1D1 +

√
S2D2

1
D2
−
√

S3D3

 (10)

With the existing constraints, Formula (10) is not necessarily positive. When the
wholesaler takes over the inventory management of the retailer, the variation of ordering
cost D3 and inventory management cost S3 of VMI are decided by D2 and S2. They represent
a reduction in original costs, so the wholesaler’s benefits in VMI will incrementally decline
with the decrease of λ, S1 and D1 and the increase of C0. However, this reduction rate
is slower than the change rate of D2 and S2. For example, when D2 and S2 go down by
10%, the room for the improvement of VMI is compressed, so D3 and S3 go down by less
than 10%. When S2 becomes smaller,

√
S2 decreases at a lesser rate than

√
S3, and this

causes the value of Formula (10) to increase. When D2 becomes smaller,

√
D2

1
D2

increases at a

greater rate than
√

D3 and causes the value of Formula (10) to increase. On the other hand,

when λS1 − S3 or
√

λS1D1 +

√
S2D2

1
D2
−
√

S3D3 become less than 0, the more Q will lead to

a greater possibility of R1 < 0.
The lower the demand amplification factor, unit inventory cost, order cost and higher

residual product processing price are, the more concrete will be the embodiment of a better
inventory management capacity. Therefore, Conclusion 3 can be obtained, i.e., that VMI
cannot necessarily guarantee that the wholesaler’s profits will improve. In addition, a
better level of inventory management on the part of the retailer can help the wholesaler
to improve revenue in VMI. However, the wholesaler will have a better level of inventory
management instead of reduced revenue. In addition, market demand also affects the profit
or loss of the wholesaler in the VMI. This conclusion shows that upstream enterprises with
higher inventory management levels are more likely to suffer from a loss of interests in
VMI. Therefore, in order to avoid risks, they have a clear tendency when choosing partners.
In addition, a greater level of market demand may affect the stability of VMI cooperation.

Conclusions 1–3 indicate that VMI can improve the benefits of the supply chain and
downstream enterprises, but VMI cannot ensure an increase of the upstream enterprise’s
profits. Therefore, VMI has the attribute of Kaldor–Hicks improvement.

5. Numerical Experiment

The inventory management level not only reflects the profitability of enterprises,
but also significantly influences the performance of supply chain management strategies,
including VMI. In this section, the impact of inventory management capability on partner
selection is analyzed; the sub-optimization property of partner selection in VMI is also
proven by a numerical experiment. In order to make the conclusion more widely applicable,
this paper uses data simulation for numerical analysis of our model.

5.1. Simulation Parameter Settings

In our model, the inventory management costs S1 and S2, and the ordering costs
D1 and D2, of the wholesaler and retailer are the direct indicators reflecting the level of
inventory management. In addition, the demand amplification factor λ and disposal price
of the remaining product C0 directly relate to the profitability of the wholesaler. Therefore,
they are all identified as the parameters of the inventory management level. The inventory
management cost S3 and ordering cost D3 of VMI are determined by S1, S2 and D1, D2,
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respectively. As such, they are dependent variables and are not used as parameters to
reflect the level of inventory management.

According to the above analysis, there are four parameters, S1, D1, λ and C0, and two
parameters, S2 and D2, used to reflect the inventory management level of the upstream and
downstream enterprises in VMI. In order to simplify the calculation and draw conclusions
reflecting the tendency in partner selection, it is assumed that there are only two levels
(high and low) for the inventory management of VMI collaborators. A high level of the
upstream enterprise means lower S1, D1 and λ and higher C0. Conversely, a low level of
the downstream enterprise means there will be higher S2 and D2.

5.2. Parameter Scope Determination

Set Q∼N (µ, σ2), C changes in a fixed interval; C0, λ, S1, S2, D1 and D2 are subject
to uniform distribution. For S1 < S2, take an inventory cost accounting for 3% of the
purchase cost as the boundary. Suppose S1∼U (0.01C, 0.03C), and S2∼U (0.03C, 0.05C).
For dependent variable S3, because S1 < S3 < S2, set S3 = S1 + (1 − α)(S2 − S1). Here, α
is the reduction coefficient of inventory cost that represents the ability of the upstream
enterprise to reduce the cost of S2 higher than S1 after VMI. Suppose α∼U(0, 1) and a
positive correlation with the inventory management level of the upstream enterprise (a
high level of inventory management means a larger α). Set the dependent variable D3∼U
(MAX (D1, D2) + D1, 2D1 + D2). Take C0∼U (0, 0.8C), λ∼U (1, 1.1), D1, D2∼U (500, 1000)
as the experiment scope, and divide the inventory management level of the enterprise
according to Table 2.

Table 2. Classification of inventory management level.

Supply Chain Location

Inventory Management Level
High Low

Upstream

λ∼U (1, 1.05)
C0∼U (0.4C, 0.8C)
S1∼U (0.01C, 0.02C)
α∼U (0.5, 1)
D1∼U (500, 750)

λ∼U (1.05, 1.1)
C0∼U (0, 0.4C)
S1∼U (0.02C, 0.03C)
α∼U (0, 0.5)
D1∼U (750, 1000)

Downstream S2∼U (0.03C, 0.04C)
D2∼U (500, 750)

S2∼U (0.04C, 0.05C)
D2∼U (750, 1000)

5.3. Analysis Object Selection

Although Conclusion 1 shows that VMI can improve the overall revenue of the supply
chain, the primary motivation for enterprises to participate in supply chain cooperation is
to increase their own profits. Both upstream and downstream enterprises will take their
own benefits increasing in VMI as the first goal to pursue. Therefore, this study selected
the increment of enterprise revenue generated by VMI (calculation result of R2 and R1) as
the analysis object. On the other hand, as shown in Conclusion 3, the upstream enterprise
is not necessarily able to benefit from VMI. In addition, once interests are damaged (R1 < 0),
the possibility of participation in VMI cooperation will be negligible, so the possibility of a
benefits loss on the part of the wholesaler (probability of R1 giving a negative value) was
chosen to be the risk indicator for the upstream enterprise.

5.4. Experiment and Analysis

Based on the division of the inventory management level in Table 1, under the con-
ditions of market demand Q with mean value changes from 10,000 to 100,000 and the
same standard deviation of 1000 (the effect of standard deviation on simulation may be ne-
glected), one million experiments were made for purchase price C in the interval from 10 to
100. The experiment results of R1 under different combinations between participators with
different inventory management levels (combination (H, L) means cooperation between an
upstream enterprise with high inventory management level and a downstream enterprise
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with low inventory management level) and the loss probability of the upstream enterprise
(p) in VMI are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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In Figure 1, one can find that the R1 of (H, H) and (L, H) is above (H, L) and (L, L).
This finding means that cooperating with a downstream enterprise with a high inventory
management level can bring more in the way of increased profits to the upstream enterprise
than by cooperating with a low inventory management level.

Figure 2 not only reflects Conclusion 3, but also shows the relationship between Q and
p. Therefore, Conclusion 4 can be drawn, i.e., that market demand is positively correlated
with the probability of losses suffered by the upstream enterprise in VMI. This phenomenon
is also especially obvious when the inventory management level of the upstream enterprise
is high. This conclusion shows that increased market demand will increase the probability
of a revenue reduction for upstream enterprises. The greater the market demand is, the
weaker the willingness of upstream enterprises to VMI will be.

Based on Conclusion 2, regardless of the inventory management level of the up-
stream enterprise chosen by the downstream enterprise for cooperation, the benefits to
the downstream enterprise from VMI are unchanged. The downstream enterprise has no
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preference for partner selection, so the choice of the upstream enterprise will determine
the combination type of VMI. An upstream enterprise with a high inventory management
level will choose downstream enterprises with high inventory management levels for VMI
cooperation, both to improve profits (shown in Figure 1a) and to reduce the probability
of loss (shown in Figure 2a,b). Similarly, an upstream enterprise with a low inventory
management level will also choose downstream enterprises with high inventory manage-
ment levels for the same reason (shown in Figures 1b and 2c,d). Therefore, there is a clear
propensity with regard to the upstream enterprises choosing VMI partners. They tend to
choose downstream enterprises with better inventory management ability to cooperate.

However, if the impact of VMI on the overall efficiency of the supply chain is con-
sidered (showed in Figure 3), one can find that neither combination (H, H) nor (L, H) can
improve the overall performance of the supply chain to the same extent as combinations
(H, L) or (L, L).
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Through the above analysis, Conclusion 5 can be drawn, i.e., that upstream enterprises
tend to choose downstream enterprises with better inventory management ability for VMI
cooperation. However, this propensity will result in a failure to build a more efficient
supply chain system, so the partner selection is sub-optimal. This conclusion shows that,
under the premise of spontaneous selection, the VMI strategy is the overall sub-optimum
led by the local optimum in the same conditions. In addition, an inherent contradiction
exists between the two goals pursued by VMI, namely performance improvement and
member coordination.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we study the simultaneous revenue improvement of a supply chain
and coordination among the supply chain’s members. These are the two major issues
emphasized by VMI, and this paper proves the inherent contradiction between them.
The preference in partner selection caused by avoiding loss has an obvious sub-optimal
property. Under the influence of this tendency, Pareto improvement is more likely to be
achieved in terms of ensuring the stability of VMI cooperation. However, such spontaneous
coordination among members will be at the expense of a decrease in the performance of
the overall supply chain. Local optimality leads to global sub-optimality. In the absence of
external incentives, a more efficient VMI system cannot be formed through an independent
selection of enterprises. This paper aims at the characteristic of VMI that downstream
enterprises transfer their right of inventory management to upstream enterprises to study,
so the conclusions are widely applicable.
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However, this paper still has some limitations. The authors’ aim in this paper was to
explain the changes in the profitability of enterprises in VMI and the tendencies of VMI
participants in partner selection. As such, the question of how to establish a more efficient
supply chain system was not answered. This issue will be addressed in future research.
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